Subject: Transfers and Postings of Police Officers.

**Government Order No. 1396-Home of 2017**  
**Dated: 28.09.2017**

In the interest of administration, the following transfers and postings of Police officers, are hereby ordered with immediate effect:

1. Shri Amod Nagpure Ashok, IPS (JK: 13), Addl. SP, Budgam, is transferred and posted as SP, Hazratbal against available vacancy.

2. Shri Atul Sharma, Addl. SP Nowshera, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP PCR Jammu against available vacancy.

3. Shri Shiv Deep Singh Jamwal, Addl. SP Ganderbal, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Rural, Jammu vice Shri Arun Gupta.

4. Shri Rohit Baskotra, Addl. SP Traffic, Jammu, is transferred and posted as SP SSG vice Shri Liaqat Ali.

5. Shri Shabir Nawab, SP, awaiting orders of posting, is posted as SO to DIG CKR Srinagar against available vacancy.

6. Ms. Manjit Kour, DyCO IR-1\textsuperscript{st} Bn, is transferred and posted as DyCO IR-15\textsuperscript{th} Bn. vice Ms. Savita Rani.

7. Shri Arun Gupta, Addl. SP Rural Jammu, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Kargil vice Shri Jameel Ahmad.
8. Shri Sandeep Kumar Mehta, Dy.CO IR-10th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Security, Jammu vice Shri Kulwant Singh Jasrotia.

9. Shri Mohammad Majid Malik, SP, awaiting orders of posting, is posted as Addl. SP, Budgam, vice Shri Amod Nagpure Ashok, IPS.

10. Shri Khalil Ahmad, Addl. SP, Kathua, is transferred and posted as SP Hqrs, Srinagar vice Shri Dawood Ayoub.

11. Shri Liaqat Ali, SP SSG, is transferred and posted as DYCO JKAP-7th Bn against available vacancy.

12. Shri Jameel Ahmad, Addl. SP Kargil, is transferred and posted as Vice Principal STC Talwara against one Leave Reserve Post of SP.

13. Shri Javid Ahmad Dar, SP, DYCO IR-2nd Bn, is transferred and posted as SO to IGP Armed/IR Kashmir vice Shri Tahir Saleem Khan.


15. Shri Sukhdev Raj, DYCO JKAP 5th Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-14th Bn. vice Shri Yogesh Sharma.

16. Shri Rajinder Kumar Katoch, DYCO IR-4th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Security Jammu vice Shri Abdul Hakim Munshi.

17. Ms. Savita Rani, DYCO IR-15th Bn, is transferred and posted as Vice Principal PTTI Vijaypur vice Shri V.K. Jamwal.
18. Shri Prabh Dayal Sharma, DYCO IR-14\textsuperscript{th} Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP, Traffic City, Jammu vice Shri Rohit Baskotra.

19. Shri Ajay Kumar, DYCO IR-19\textsuperscript{th} Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-1\textsuperscript{st} Bn vice Shri Ravi Kumar Gupta.

20. Shri Paramjeet Singh, DYCO IR-14\textsuperscript{th} Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO JKAP-4\textsuperscript{th} Bn vice Shri Prithipal Singh.

21. Shri Mohammad Younis Bhat, DYCO IR-3\textsuperscript{rd} Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-6\textsuperscript{th} Bn against available vacancy.

22. Shri Yogesh Sharma, DYCO IR-14\textsuperscript{th} Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-1\textsuperscript{st} Bn vice Ms. Manjit Kour.

23. Shri Al-Tahir Geelani, SP SSG, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP APCR, Srinagar against available vacancy.

24. Shri Prithpal Singh, DYCO JKAP-4\textsuperscript{th} Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-14\textsuperscript{th} Bn vice Shri Paramjeet Singh.

25. Shri Kulwant Singh Jasrotia, Addl. SP Security Jammu, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-7\textsuperscript{th} Bn.

26. Shri Tejinder Singh, DYCO IR-11\textsuperscript{th} Bn, is transferred and posted as Vice Principal PTS Kathua against one Leave Reserve Post of SP.
27. Shri Sanjeev Khajuria, DYCO IR-18th Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-19th Bn vice Shri Ajay Kumar.

28. Shri Vijay Kumar Jamwal, Vice Principal PTTI Vijaypur, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-17th Bn vice Shri Rajinder Singh.

29. Shri Mohammad Yaqoob, DYCO IR-3rd Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-18th Bn, vice Shri Sanjeev Kumar Khajuria.

30. Shri Fayaz Hussain, Dy.CO JKAP 13th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Ganderbal vice Shri Shiv Deep Singh Jamwal.

31. Shri Ravi Kumar Gupta, DYCO IR-1st Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-14th Bn vice Shri Prabh Dayal Sharma.

32. Shri Gulzar Ahmad, DYCO IR-12th Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO JKAP-13th Bn vice Shri Fayaz Hussain.

33. Shri Mohammad Aslam, DYCO IR-4th Bn, is transferred and posted as DYCO IR-10th Bn vice Shri Sandeep Kumar Mehta.

34. Shri Aijaz Rasool, Addl. SP Anantnag, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Bandipora vice Shri Stenzin Losal.

35. Shri Muzaffar Ahmad Shah, SO to IGP Kashmir Zone, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Traffic, Srinagar against available vacancy.

36. Shri Master Popsy, DYCO IR-7th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Nowshera vice Shri Atul Sharma.
37. Shri Sajad Khaliq Bhat, SP, awaiting orders of posting, is posted as SP (SS) CID Hqrs vice Shri Javed Ahmad Koul.

38. Shri Shahzad Ahmad Salaria, Addl. SP Bhaderwah, is transferred and posted as SP SSG vice Shri Al-Tahir Gillani.

39. Shri Stenzin Losal, Addl. SP Bandipora, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Leh against available post.

40. Shri Tahir Ashraf Bhatti, DYCO IR-6th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Anantnag vice Shri Aijaz Rasool.

41. Shri Surjeet Kumar Bhagat, DYCO IR-9th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP CID SB, Jammu vice Shri Perbeet Singh.

42. Shri Rajinder Singh, DYCO IR-17th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Bhaderwah vice Shri Shahzad Ahmad Salaria.

43. Shri Perbeet Singh, Addl. SP CID SB, Jammu, is transferred and posted as Addl SP Kishtwar against available vacancy.

44. Shri Dawood Ayoub, SP Hqrs Srinagar, is transferred and posted as SP East Srinagar against available vacancy.

45. Shri Sanjay Kumar Parihar, DYCO IR-13th Bn, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Kathua vice Shri Khalil Ahmad. The pay of ASP Kathua shall be drawn against one Deputation Reserve post of SP.
46. Shri Mohd. Anwar-ul-Haq, Addl. SP Railways, Jammu, is transferred and posted as Addl. SP Poonch vice Shri Masroor Ahmad.

47. Shri Masroor Ahmad Mir, Addl. SP Poonch, is transferred and posted as DYCO JKAP-3rd Bn against available vacancy.

Advance T.E as admissible under rules is also sanctioned in favour of the officers, in whose case change of station is involved.


Sd/-
(R.K. Goyal) IAS
Principal Secretary to the Government
Home Department


Copy to: -
1. Principal Secretary to Hon’ble Chief Minister.
2. Director General of Police, J&K, Srinagar.
3. Director, Archives, Archaeology and Museums, Srinagar.
4. OSD to Hon’ble Deputy Chief Minister.
5. Concerned officers.
6. Private Secretary to Chief Secretary.
7. Private Secretary to the Principal Secretary to Government, Home Department.
8. I/C Website, Home Department.

(Syed Yasir Farooq) KAS
Under Secretary to the Government
Home Department